evo22.com Wireless Suite Overview
SMS, or Short Messaging Service, had been an enormous success in wireless communication
networks, with billions of SMSs being delivered from mobile to mobile daily. It is not stopable and
will continue to grow and evolve.
For us, SMS is NOT just a text messaging service from one mobile to another. It is a powerful
communication tool that comes with huge potential in automating business processes, a tool that
is able to reduce operation overhead costs, and a tool that is able to improve customer service
and satisfaction level.
In evo22.com, we create business solutions using this widely available SMS technology. We
have a great vision and mission to provide various SMS tools and applications in improving your
business operations. Ultimately, we are here to help you reduce the ever-growing overhead
costs, improve the efficiency of your delivery mechanism, and finally increase profitability.

evo-ContactMe
This is a corporate SMS mailbox. It works the
same way like email; except that messages
can now be sent from a mobile phone using
SMS.
In comparison, sending SMS is far more
handy than to turn on PC, connect to Internet,
launch email program, and finally send an
email.
evo-ContactMe allows you to configure your
preferred auto-reply message. The
auto-reply SMS is sent with NO additional cost to you.

evo-BROADCASTOR
This tool allows you to send SMS messages
instantly to your customer base. The SMS
message can be ranging from your sales
promotion, customers' update, outstanding
payments, to festive greetings, and etc.
Please take note that this service requires a
pre-paid credit to operate. Refer to the rate
table in the pricing page for more details.
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evo-VOUCHER
evo-VOUCHER lets your customers to
download your promotion voucher, right from
their mobile phone.
You can easily configure any voucher
message, quantity and validity period. All SMS
vouchers are sent at your clients’ fingertips’
request, with NO additional cost to you.
This way, you are able to save cost in printing
and distributing hard copy discount/cash
vouchers; attracting interested customers,
while able to build up a customers contact database for future marketing campaign.
evo-DOCUMENT
evo-DOCUMENT allows your customers to
download, using SMS, your product brochure,
newsletter, manual, catalog, registration/signup form, investors' report and etc. into their
email.
You can upload and create as many
documents as possible for customers'
download. All documents are delivered at your
clients’ fingertips request, with NO additional
cost to you.
This way, your customers are able to conveniently download the intended document/s, without
the need to surf through your sophisticated company website.
evo-RSVP
evo-RSVP enables your customers to send
their reservation request to your reservation
center, right from their mobile phone. evoRSVP will then deliver this request to your
reservation center's email address.
Each RSVP request is tagged with a unique
tracking/reference number. For each RSVP
request, your clients shall receive your preconfigured auto-reply SMS, with NO additional
cost to you.
With evo-RSVP, communication infrastructure in your reservation center is now complete with
accessibility by telephone, email, fax, and the most convenient wireless channel.
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evo-SUPPORT
evo-SUPPORT enables your customers to
send their support request to your customer
service center, right from their mobile phone.
evo-SUPPORT will then deliver this request to
your customer service center's email address.
Each support request is tagged with a unique
tracking/reference number. For each support
request, your clients shall receive your preconfigured auto-reply SMS, with NO additional
cost to you.

evo-CRM
evo-CRM is a database tool. It allows you to
profile your customers according to race,
location, products, level of loyalty, payment
history, and etc.
The criteria search function lets you retrieve
the most relevant customers list for your up-sell
and/or cross-sell marketing activities. With the
search result, you are given options to send
them SMS, or have the list email to you.
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